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What is going on? Well, Nike has been the target of a classic anticorporate campaign, the modus operandi of which is the subject of our feature article (Jarol Manheim, page 3).
The US textile and clothing unions, in an attempt to stem the loss of jobs to developing countries, decided in 1990 to launch a corporate campaign. They chose Nike, not because of its poor standards but because of the strength of its brand name. The unions realized that, to be successful, they and their real concerns could not be the focus of the campaign. Their reputation was, if anything, worse than that of the corporates. Their concerns-more money and jobs for their memberswould be seen as self-interested. Thus, the campaign focused not on local jobs but rather on saving young women from sweatshops-in other words, they went for the high moral ground. Although the unions have funded and orchestrated the campaign, they have avoided the limelight. Instead, the key to their strategy was to enlist the support of a range of moral crusaders from the churches, charities, aid agencies, philanthropic foundations and universities. The unions also set up front organizations-such as Fairware in Australia-and enlisted the support of a few of Nike's competitors.
The campaign has been hugely damaging to Nike. Its brand name-its most valuable asset-has been converted from a symbol of freedom and fun to a symbol of the sweatshop employer. Unions have benefited because most clothing and footwear manufacturers in Australia have signedup to a union-controlled code of conduct. And the campaign has also provided many activists with a prominent position for public preening.
Not surprisingly, it has done nothing but harm to the people with which it claimed to be concerned-local outworkers and workers in developing countries. In many cases, those people have lost the best of employers when Nike closed plants or contracted out work.
Of course Nike is not on its lonesome. Rio Tinto, Coca-Cola, Philip Morris, the Commonwealth Bank and many other corporations in Australia have been the object of such campaigns.
And if the ACTU has its way, corporate campaigns are the way of the future for the union movement. It is busy building its links with a raft of NGOs and activist groups-even with the lunatic fringe that ran the S11 protest in Melbourne last September. It is helping to fund a course at RMIT to teach the art of corporate campaigning. The President of the ACTU, Sharon Burrows, is committed to using the union movement's influence in the superannuation industry as part of its campaigns-as has been shown in the US, nothing threatens corporations like the prospect of massive fund withdrawals. This is a worrying trend. The destruction of wealth by the debasement of public debate-in order to serve vested interests and moral vanity-threatens not only the functioning of the corporate sector and therefore prosperity, but also the very foundation of a free society.
